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MUSICAL CLUBS APPEAR
AT EMMANUEL AND REGIS
Enthusiastically Received at Both Schools

After Completing Successful
New York Trip
During the past week, the Musical Club of the college appeared in
concerts at Regis College and Emmanuel College, Wednesday evening
and Sunday afternoon respectively.

With the exception of slight changes
the season program was followed.
Both Glee Club and Orchestra are
continuing in the same verve which
characterized previous concerts and
which scored a success and well
merited praise in New York City.
The dynamics, phrasing and interpretation of the Glee Club numbers
have been the subject of commendation throughout the season, while
the orchestra for its balance, spontaneity of response to entrances and
shading, particularly in the stringed
sections, is maintaining the standard
set for it. Two soloists whose work
can hardly pass without honorable
mention are James Buckley, violinist and acting concert-master, and
Leo Scully, baritone.
Seniors on Committee
At both sister-colleges, the Club
was well received and delightfully
entertained as can easily be
imagined. Dancing followed the
Regis concert and at Emmanuel the
ladies of the Emmanuel League
were hostesses to the Club. In both
colleges, the Senior Class served on
the reception committee.

J. Riley, '36
Debates Georgetown

Marquette Debaters

To Meet Georgetown

The auditorium in the library
building will be the scene of one of
the year's more important forensic
encounters on Saturday evening
when the Marquette Debating Society will meet the White Debating
Society of Georgetown University.
This meeting between the freshmansophomore organizations of the two
Woonsocket Court
Jesuit colleges is an annual affair,
Continuing its schedule for April and this coming Saturday will see
and May, the Musical Club will ap- the Marquette team make a valiant
pear in Woonsocket under the auspieffort to avenge the defeat suffered
ces of the Associated Societies of last year at Washington.
Sacred Heart parish, tonight. At
N.R.A. Subject
the reception to follow, the Dance
Orchestra under the baton of Ted
The subject of discussion is an inMarier will furnish music until 1 teresting one at this time Reo'clock. On May 2, in the auditorium solved: that the essential features
of Washington Irving School, West of the N.R.A. be permanently
Roxbury, the Club will offer a dif- adopted. Edward L. Fitzmaurice,
ferent program sponsored by Catho- '36; Henry L. Beauregard, '36; and
lic Club of the Holy Name parish. Lawrence J. Riley, '36, of the MarApril 29, in the ballroom of the quette, will defend the negative of
Copley-Plaza, Holy Cross will join this question, while the Georgetown
with us in the annual concert. The society, represented by Richard D.
season will terminate with a concert Duncan, '36; Thomas Finan, '36; and
in Hotel Wendell, Pittsfield, for the James D. Curtin, '36, will uphold
benefit of Shadowbrook.
President Roosevelt's N.R.A.
?

Glacier Priest Lectures
at Symphony Hall Friday
Under the auspices of the Denison House, Boston, the Rev. Bernard
R. Hubbard, S.J., the famous Glacier
Priest, is to deliver a lecture at
Symphony Hall on the evening of
Friday, April 20.
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JUDGE WILLIAM J. DAY, '99
Sophomore Prom Tonight
TO SPEAK AT FATHER'S DAY
in Imperial Ballroom
Tonight at nine the gay strains of
Billy Lossez's Providence-Biltmore
orchestra will give the signal for
the
opening of the Sophomore
Promenade of the Class of 1936.
From then until two o'clock in the
morning the vari-colored lights of
the Imperial Ballroom of the Hotel
Statler will shine on the dancing
throngs. The success of this event
is the fruit of the labors of a committee made up of Thomas J.
O'Brien, chairman, assisted by
Joseph L. FitzGerald, Timothy J.
Ready, Henry L. Lane, Thomas V.
Grimes and Frank J. Leary.

The plans were made by popular
vote to hold a supper dance. Therefore there will be dancing until
twelve o'clock when the promenade
will begin.
Immediately following
the promenade, the supper will be
served. After the supper the danc-
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ing will continue until two o'clock.
At present, all reservations have

been made and the throng should
be one to gladden the hearts of the

committee who have put every effort
into the making of this a grand success.

Because of the tremendous popularity of Billy Lossez's orchestra
the National Broadcasting Company
has received the permission of the
Prom committee to broadcast two
periods of music over stations WBZWBZA. This orchestra has long
been known as an outstanding radio
band. Their programs originate in
the Venetian Room of the Providence-Biltmore Hotel in the Rhode
Island metropolis. This will enable
the unfortunate shut-ins to participate in an indirect way in one of the
greatest Sophomore Promenades in
the history of the College.

EAGLES WIN FIRST RAMS TO OPEN
GAME OF SEASON
HOME SEASON
By EDDIE O'BRIEN

By GEORGE GOODWIN

Blasting their way to a clean cut
The best Fordham team in five
victory
over the Northeastern years will aid the Eagles in their

Huskies, Frank McCrehan's 1934
edition of Boston College baseball
made its initial appearance of the
season yesterday at the Kent Street
Field and buried the first opponent
of the year under an aavlanche of
base hits, taking the verdict by a
10 to 6 count. The Eagles started
the deafening crescendo of ringing
base knocks in the first inning and
continued right up until the ninth
canto when Dave Concannon slashed
out a fierce triple with Freitas and
Boehner on the paths to give the
Maroon and Gold its final tallies of
the game.
Offensively the Boston College
nine stamped itself as one of the
teams

in intercollegiate
circles.
Fourteen safe hits were
whaled out by the Maroon and Gold
batters, including a pair of triples
and two doubles. The offensive
highlight of the day was Tim
Ready's hitting in this, his debut in
varsity baseball. The former St.
Anselm's star banged out four of
his teams safeties, one of which was
a double, and received the four
moundsmen who worked for McCrehan in such a way that there is
no doubt as to who will do the major
part of the catching for the Eagles
this season.
strongest

But there were other offensive
satellites in the Eagle lineup.
Johnny Freitas slapped out a trio of
base hits, one of which was a ringing triple which he contributed in
the opening stanza, but which failed
to culminate in a score. Dave Concannon rifled out a pair of hits, one
a lengthy triple which just about
clinched the decision in the ninth
inning.
And Bobby Curran gave
indications that he will have one of
his best years at the bat by whaling
a couple for base hits.
On the firing line McCrehan used
four hurlers, and the brand of pitching contributed by this quartet, except for one costly lapse in control
by Bob Duffy, would seem to stamp
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)

Baseball Game in the Afternoon to Be Followed
by Banquet and Play in
the Evening

Thomas A. Blake, '34
in Senior Melodrama

Senior Melodrama

formal baseball bow of the season
tomorrow afternoon at the Heights'
In Auditorium
diamond. Possessing a potent punch
at the bat, a smooth working inner
At 8:30 P. M. in the Library Audicordon, and a capable mound staff,
the Rams are determined to upset torium "Gold in the Hills," a melothe chances of the Maroon and Gold drama of the type popular in the
for the mythical eastern champion"Gay Nineties" will be presented, as
ship. The sting of defeat suffered the climaxing event of Father's Day.
last year is still rankling in the
The cast is largely made up of the
minds of the Bronx men who aver
that they will more than atone for Senior members of the Football
team. Tom Blake plays the role of
that setback tomorrow.
Fordham has been working out the hero?Jack Dalton; Frank Mafor over five weeks and the New loney as "Lizzie" Jones; Phil KelYork papers claim a great season ley as Old Kate; Lou Musco as Sam
for the Heights' visitors.
Slade, a detective; and "Hago" HarCapt. Frank McDermott, who will rington
as the kissing villain
join the Giants in June, is the back- Richard.
bone of the infield and is ranked as
Proceeds to A. A.
one of the leading college shortstops. His fielding is flawless and
The proceeds from this production
in keeping with a fine batting aver- are to be used to aid the Athletic
age. "Howie" Joshua who starred
Association to carry on its heavy
at St. John's Prep is guarding the
third sack in a particularly pleasing Spring schedule. The scenery for
manner for Coach Coffey. This boy this play was made here at the colhas no weakness either at bat or lege by John Donnelly, "Hago" Harin the field and is just another cause rington, and "Lou" Musco, all of
whom devoted their Easter holidays
for Fordham enthusiasm.
Jack Sherry, a veteran of two to this task, in order that this proyears, will again team up with Mc- duction might be made possible.
Dermott at the keystone positions.
First base, left open by the graduation of Joe Zapustas, is the scene
of a hotly contested struggle by
three aspirants from the freshman
team, any one of whom can fill the
?

In addition to the Reverend
Father Rector, Louis J. Gallagher,
S.J., and Rev. Patrick J. McHugh,
S.J., Dean of the College, the speakers tomorrow at the annual observance of Father's Day here at the
Heights will include Judge William
J. Day, '99, the father of William,
Jr., '34. This is in accordance with
the custom of having the father of
one of the Seniors address the graduating class at each celebration of
Father's Day, for which, this year,
one hundred and fifty-seven Seniors
have signified their intention to attend with their fathers, according
to John E. McManus, chairman of
the day.
Owing to the untiring efforts of
the committee, an elaborate program
of entertainment will be offered.
At 1:00 o'clock in the Senior Assembly Hall, a reception to the fathers
of the students will be held by the
members of the faculty. After the
reception, the guests and students
will adjourn to the Commonwealth
Ave. entrance to witness the Marathon Race. Before the baseball
game between Fordham University
and Boston College light refreshments will be served at Alumni
Field. The Science building will be
open during the day and the various
classes are expected to have exhibitions relating to their various fields.
After the game the banquet will
be held in the Assembly Hall, at
which the speakers will address the
assemblage. Vocal selections will
be rendered by Mr. James Waters
and Mr. Leo Scully. James O'Leary
and Ted Marier will also play during the banquet. After the dinner
the events will be climaxed by the
presentation of a stirring melodrama entitled "Gold in the Hills."
The cast of this humorous and entertaining production is composed of
senior members of the Football
team. It is a very popular comedy
of the old melodramatic type of play
popular during the "Gay Nineties."
Tickets for the day, which include
everything save the admission to the
show, may be purchased for?2.50
per couple, and may be procured
from Pres. Greg. Sullivan or Chairman John McManus.

Roach, Merrier and Power

post acceptably.

"Jerry" Pepper of
Connecticut and "Tony" Sarousky of
Rindge are carrying on in the outfield where they left off last fall
when Jim Crowley, the coach of
football, depended on them for ballcarrying duties. "Les" Borden of
Everett, captain-elect of football, is
putting in a strong bid for the
vacant outfield post.
Peppery "Freddie" Harlow will
again handle most of the catching
duties as few in college ranks can.
The Cambridge star is more than
(Continued on Page 4,, Col. 4)

This Jesuit has also specialized
in photography and on every expedition since 1927 he has made
moving pictures of the active volcanoes and unexplored peaks of the
regions he has penetrated. Experts
have declared that they constitute
Noted Geologist
the rarest pictures of their kind in
Father Hubbard's expeditions into existence.
the volcano country of Alaska have
Movies to Be Shown
won him international acclaim. He
is head of the department of geology
The moving pictures, including
at Santa Clara University and for one that was made from his plane
the past several years he has in- which was landed inside of a volcluded some graduates of that insti- cano, will be shown at the Symtution and Stanford University, in phony Hall lecture. Because of the
his expeditions, which have resulted popular demand for this lecture,
in securing valuable data and speci- which will be held for the benefit of
In order to secure your pictures before the final week of school you
mens for the Carnegie Geographical the Denison House in the South End must order them immediately. It takes at least three weeks to have them
Laboratory and the U. S. Geological of Boston, seats are available at developed and there is little more than a month remaining. Bring your
proofs to Vantine's and place your order. No deposit is necessary.
Survey.
very reasonable prices.

SENIORS ATTENTION

Contribute

The April Stylus was published
yesterday and is as interesting,
whether you approve of the Stylus
or otherwise, as its four predecessors.
In an unusual editorial
Steven Fleming bids goodbye to his
public and thanks all those who have
assisted him during the year. There
is to be one more issue of the Stylus,
but since it will be in the hands
of Herbert A. Kenny, Assistant Editor, the Stylus' retiring Editor
gracefully retires from the scene at
this early date.
John Roach again contributes a
scholarly paper entitled "Expression
and the Mind" in which the genial
though cryptic Senior endeavors to
teach the student body how to think

to

Stylus

hiking in a fairly interesting light
essay, and Louis F. V. Mercier returns to the impressionistic short
story in a piece entitled "Towards
the Norm." What the Stylus would
do for fiction without Mercier's pen

is

a question.

Essay Cycle Concluded
"A Synthesis of Song" is the
name Steven Fleming gives to another paper of his on poetry. Incidentally these poetic studies of the
Stylus' Editor this year have attracted considerable interest outside
the College and there is a good
chance these papers will be published in book form next season.
Paul Moynahan, John Downey and
Grover Cronin contribute book re?certainly a difficult task. Paul V. views and the only verse published
Power gives his views on hitch- is that of the Editor.
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LATELY

deal of public
attention has been focused on
an organization termed "The Oxford
Group," which, animated by a religious zeal, seems to warrant this
attention solely from the fact that
it would apply Christian principles
to all walks and phases of life.
It seems most peculiar that the
Catholic Church should be doing this
very thing for centuries without
warranting such publicity as is
given to the Oxford group. There
must be a difference in the methods
advocated by the two organizations,
yet judging merely from the phrases
used to describe the Oxford group
there is none. That the resolve of
the Oxford group to apply Christian
principles to life should be the cause
of several editorials, articles and
stories in our public journals would
seem to indicate a lack of knowledge
of the principles of the Catholic
Church. However, that the words
of His Holiness in his encyclical on
labor and economics should be those
used by President Roosevelt in his
reconstruction program and should
not receive any note or comment, is
a good

__
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of success, success equal to or
greater than that which you enjoy
on this your silver anniversary.

Carry on the work of redemption as
you have in the past, proving to all
mankind the words of the inspired
Richelieu, that in such work, "The
Pen in the End is Far Mightier Than
J. F. P., '36.
the Sword."

DIPLOMAS

IF

wanted to be a general
admiral in the U. S. service, he would enter the army or
navy and work his way up. This is
true of almost every profession, and
is the common-sense way of going
about it. When the Navy Department wants a captain to take a ship,
they do not thumb copies of the
Social Register of Washington. Not
so the Department of State in regard to the Diplomatic Corps.
Of our sixteen ambassadors at
present, only six have had previous
diplomatic experience. These six
have been with the State department
for upwards of twenty years. The
other ten have one common virtue:
that they all but one possess a great
deal of money. They then fall into
quite in keeping with a universal two natural classifications: those
silence on the Church's stand on any who have social background and
questions except those where the those who have not. In the second
class, we have a department store
Church would seem to be wrong.
It would seem to the innocent ob- magnate, a meat packer, a political
served that the world is eager to journalist, and a professor of politifollow the principles of the Church cal history. In the first class are a
a lawyer, a lawyeror at least to achieve those effects coal magnate,
doctor-philanthropist,
and a few
that the principles of the Church, if
"gentlemen."
applied, would achieve, without beWhat guarantee the ability to
ing obliged to stand by the authority
pack
meat or teach history is of the
of the Church and without being
ability
to serve America in the
subjugated to the rigidity of moral
law as demanded by the Church and foreign service, I cannot say. Social
background may give a man a cernecessitated by her doctrines.
tain
natural tact which might prove
H. A. K., '34.
useful. The history teacher from
Chicago no sooner was accredited at
AMERICA'S SILVER
Berlin than he took the occasion to
JUBILEE
deliver a public tirade against Dictatorships. The circumstance, in
QUARTER of a century ago, a this age of higher culture, has not
small group of Catholic clergy been unheard of, of a man who repand laymen offered to the realm of resented his country in a foreign
literature an organ destined to be- land with whose tongue he was encome famous in less than a decade. tirely unacquainted.
Since that beginning "America" has
But the essential qualification,
sprung from feeble childhood to even among career diplomats, is the
virile manhood in the life of the possession of large personal assets.
press; grown in such a fashion that Our first diplomat, Benjamin Frankits reputation for fearlessness and lin, was our only poor one. No one
nobility of thought is recognized can hope to enter the corps, we are
throughout the English speaking told, without an unearned income of
world.
at least five thousand a year.
To my way of thinking, the magaIt has been lamented often in our
zine is unique. It stands on a pedes- presence that the diplomats of
tal of its own. Contrary to some Europe are far cleverer and cannier
impressions it is not replete with than our American diplomats. This
religion; rather does it present the is not exactly true. If a man can
Catholic American views of keen- make a fortune mining coal or packminded American men on the eco- ing meat, he has at least the natural
nomic, ethical and theatrical dis- intellectual resilience to cope with
putes of the day. There is within situations of state. But that this
its priceless pages the wherewithal natural cleverness is enough, reto satisfy the appetite of the college mains to be established. I think it
professor and yet its simplicity is is rather obvious that no man can
such as to nourish the mind of the be expected to step into a highly relaborer. Its honesty is supreme, in sponsible position and succeed, with
fact courageous.
no previous experience in meeting
To you mistress of the Catholic the problems encountered in that
journal world we wish many years field.
S. F.

A
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Communication

you ever see a dream walkFleming
Well, I did. Did you
To the Editor of The Heights:
ever see three Boston College men
Dear Sir:?With somewhat mixed
rolling hoops through the streets of
emotions,
I
I read in a recent issue of
Well,
did.
Boston at 2:30 A. M.?
AND EDUCATION mately about learning in general. In
CULTURE
them.
(Now
Heights
was
of
wait
a
I
one
a scathing denunciathis instance, electivism would seem The
LIBERAL education may or
moment! It wasn't anything of the
to take the honors for promoting tion of those who agitate against
kind! Please do try to overcome
may not be essential for culculture. On the other hand, advo- Greek. It was all too evident that
those snap judgments, Elmer,
ture, but still the relationship be- cates of a prescribed system might the author of this
article had in
they'll get you into trouble some
tween the two is not necessary. For argue that if you cannot endure culmind
the
effort
made
by certain
day.)
in one of her manifestations,
the fact that a man has a Bachelor- ture
?T?
of the present Sophomore
members
a
for
her
is
not
you
the love
bear
Arts does not make it necesThe pathetic spectacle was en- ship of
true affection but merely a passion Class to pursue a course other than
acted last Tuesday morning, and we sary that he should be cultured. springing from a selfish, unduly sub- Greek next year. The situation is
were simply victims of circum- Many products, successful in the jective motive. Their type of edu- this. A large number of A. B. stuBouncing
through
stance.
the eyes of the Deans of Records, who cation, they might argue, kills the
dents entered the college without
streets of the city in Herb Kenny's, have with honors endured the disci- dilettante.
?ah?car, we were listlessly makIn regard to time, little may be offering Greek for admission. They
pline of a college education neveron a three-year course in
ing for home and bed after setting theless demonstrate that they have said for the prescribed system. For embarked
Greek
compulsory
?a
course. Now
those courses which are foreign to
up The Heights, when the right
failed to cultivate that habit which
the
year
that
second
of Greek it
rear tire evinced its loyalty to the is the backbone of the anatomy of the nature of a student, which go
drawing to a close, an overwhelming
grain,
generally
up
take
recovery program and struck for
against
the
culture, the tendency always to
of these students have had
shorter hours. No spare, no jack enjoy oneself on higher moral, intel- so much of his time that he has majority
their
fill
of
the subject. They wish
but it lectual and artistic levels. The his- little or none to spend in fields which
and no garage in sight,
study something else next year,
to
In
raining,
looking
freely
wasn't
so
at the tory of too many successful college he would
choose.
the elechowever, the student is something more in line with their
bright side, we all milled around the graduates is
an exodus from the tive system,
endeavor. It is not
wounded wagon and exchanged light street corner and, sometimes, liter- free to choose his courses and de- future lines of
Greek
to
which
these students obbanter and jolly raillery. And if ally but oftener metaphorically, back vote all his time to those which most
ject: it is not compulsory Greek.
purposes
in
with
his
and
his
Harvey Firestone happened along at to
jibe
the corner again. But veracious
What they seek to throw off is a
the moment we would now be hiring officials of institutions of high nature.
third year at a subject which they
attorneys for our defence in a case
There is no field of thought which
standards could knowingly testify
find uncongenial. They think it is
types
does
all
three
of
justifiable
require
of
homicide.
not
that at least some of these exto be unfitting that they study an
thinking; the speculative, the moral
?T?
amples, according to rigorous standuncongenial subject longer than any
A good Samaritan (who proved ards, successfully underwent the and the artistic. When you master other subject in their entire course.
these in the branches in which they
himself to be decidedly bibulous regimen of liberal education.
The author of this article "would
are
used most emphatically, you are
and well oiled) soon drove by and
expect" that students would be inEducation may be regarded as completely equipped, though
each
proffered the use of his jack. Then
terested in Greek, would elect it
general training preparatory to a
the hoop rolling started. Herb special training in some vocation. field requires certain modifications, after the compulsory course was
for any type of thought or endeavor.
Kenny, Joe Donovon and your wellover, and would join the Greek
But liberal education is a training,
This is the virtue of the prescribed
meaning scribbler alternated at the
Academy. The facts of the matter
not for any practical benefit but
task of pushing the flat Firestone on merely for the discipline of the va- system. The elective system lets a are that the students are not, and
student develop the types of thought
an extended tour of the city, (while
rious faculties. Thus it may be seen as he goes along. This tendency emphatically not, interested in
the few stout-hearted citizens who as preparatory to culture,
and sys- would seem to rest upon the prin- Greek, do not elect it, and do not
were out at the time gaped and
may
judged
tems of education
be
as ciple that necessity is the mother of join the Greek Academy. My first
passed what they deemed to be ribtwo statements will be borne out if
to how they promote culture. There invention.
tickling remarks). One slightlythe questions are put to a vote by
are in general two systems of eduIt is my opinion that those insti- the
spiffed humorist even offered to get
students. The latter fact, that
cation followed in America today: tutions tending towards electivism
two more tires for us, so we could
students
do not join the Greek
rigsystem
which
courses
are
by
the
all have one. This can't be such a orously prescribed and the elective turn out a larger proportion of peo- Academy, is proved by the member-
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man

or an

bad world after all, with such un-

mitigated philanthropy running wild
at 2:30 in the morning.
?T?

ple possessing culture of a sort.
That I grant that many of these are
These systems should be evaluated incompletely, if not badly, educated
in regard to the relation they have goes without saying. Moreover, the
to the things which are necessary courses they take are so various,
for culture: (1) high fields of en- and the specialization which students
deavor, (2) enthusiasm for things can make within these courses is so
cultural, (3) time in which to follow divergent that any one of them
these pursuits, and (4) the training could be a source of information and
necessary to achieve any sort of enjoyment to his fellows. Except
skill in them.
for the probable theses in Ethics and
At first glance the elective system Psychology, we have little to diswould seem to be far superior in the cuss. These are the virtues of the
first requisite. For, in a college elective system.
I never knew a Boston College
where this system is followed, there
is a wider variety of courses among man who actually possessed culture
which to choose, there are courses on Commencement day. But I never
to suit every taste and every limita- heard of a Champagne which would
system.

It was down below Chinatown that
the disaster overtook us, and after
visting five garages and pouring our
troubles on deaf ears we were rewarded for our diligence at the
sixth, which was in the neighborhood of the Statler Hotel. As the
crow flies this isn't such a distance,
but as we flew it was considerable
of a jaunt. Each succeeding setback
found the heroes becoming more and
more piqued, and by the time we
found a registered tube patcher the
spirits were slightly worn and
tion. But where courses are carefrayed at the edges. The joie de fully prescribed,
while the student
vivre just wasn't there.
may not then get just what he
?T?
wants, he will at least have a norm
However, there's a lesson in every according to which to discriminate
one of these temporarily unfortuin his later endeavors. This norm,
nate incidents. During the course if the courses prescribed exhaust
of the performance I learned that every type of field of thought, will
Joe
Donovan rolls hoops left- be universal. If the elective system
handed! It must be admitted that is successful, I think it is more, and
it comes as a distinct shock to learn more immediately successful than
anything like that about one of your the other. But the second is less of
best friends. It was totally unsusa gamble and the percentage of
pected.
He just naturally cut loose error is more apt to be small.
with his left hand and batted the
Enthusiasm is bound to result if
tire over the pavements as though you choose a course because you
nothing had happened. I tell you, perceive
that it is good. And if you
it shook me for a while, but I ralhave to take the course whether you
lied and tried not to show my hor- think it is good or not, you
are not
ror. It just goes to show that you so likely to be
enthusiastic about
can't hide such things, because that branch of learning,
and ultisooner or later you'll be found out,
and then where are you? It doesn't
pay!
letter. They haven't murdered any?T?
one yet,?but most of them are still
There's nothing like good, clean a bit young for that.
fun. The Milford contingent of
?T?
Heightsmen believe in following this
adage, so they went on a kidnapping
Tonight the social season reopens
spree last week. And it wasn't any with plenty of pomp and ceremony
half-hearted affair. Victim lured to at the Statler . . good music by
secluded spot, wrapped in a potato Billy Lossez and a good meal by the
and at two intervals the
sack, or some such, from head to hotel
waist, securely bound and whisked music at the Prom will go over the
some miles to a lone pond in the air waves, so if you can't get there,
. but our advice is
wilds and left to shift for himself. listen to it
.
The only rub seems to be that the get there . we'll look you up.
victim was also a B. C. man. John
And then a week from tonight the
Roche is his name, and he tells a Fulton Debating Society is setting
weird story concerning the abduct- a precedent by holding a hop at the
ing.
Commander Hotel in Cambridge
But here's the way the Milford Teddie Marier will bring his gang
boys look at it. Any man of the and render the musical offering.
And the third in this string of
world whom you meet will invariably tell you to try your hand at va- spring socials will be the Freshman
rious trades and professions, and shindig, also to be held at the StatEd McEnnelly, who'll dish
then, when you strike one to your ler.
liking,?stick to it. The boys were the music, needs no introduction
merely following this axiom to the one of the best bands in the East.
.
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effervesce as soon as it was bottled.
To possess rare culture one must
give one's formal education time to
settle, one must do independent,
gratuitous thinking along one or
more lines, one must ripen in taste
and judgment and spirit.
Another system of education would
not insure us sufficient training
to attain a high degree of culture. Another system, functioning
on the strength of petty personal
enthusiasm, would not promise that
any of its graduates would have the
guts. Another system, whose prospectus is to develop the natural tendencies of man with no thought of
correction or discipline, would not
insure us the discrimination.
The products of a prescribed system of study such as ours, are as a
whole very well educated. Only a
small proportion of them possess
anything which would be recognized
as culture. But this culture which
they do possess is of a rare and unusual kind. Electivism does not
give a well rounded education. It
does promote, in the dilettante, surface-culture of a sort.
The battle cry of the Harvard of
the nineties was "Let the shirker
take care of himself." It was evidently not thought that the shirker
could or would do it. As a matter
of fact, he is doing very nicely,
thank you. It is the rugged individualist who was going to get the
particular kind of education he
wanted who deteriorates. If he
could shake himself free of the mob
he might be far superior. But he
cannot escape the mob because his
mind is not completely trained and
his discrimination lacks precision

and finesse.

This, I believe, is a

fairly just comparison of the virtues of the two types of education
prevalent today.

ship of the Academy. At last accounts, there were twelve members.

Moreover, the author of this surprising article made one statement
that was puritanically narrow and
several others that were basely and
almost libellously incorrect. His
statement that "B. C. students may
go elsewhere if they don't like
Greek" is strongly reminiscent of

Puritan intolerance. Where would
we be now if all those who do not
like Greek (a large part of the students) had never matriculated here?
His statement that "those loudest
in denouncing Greek are those who
make the least effort to gain the
benefits that "Greek offers" is
shown false by facts. Educated men
use facts to prove assertions. One
of the bitterest opponents of Greek
in any COMPULSORY form and, in
particular, of a third year of compulsory Greek, received the following marks in Greek during this
school year: First quarter, 96; Second quarter, 96; mid-year, 100. Another bitter opponent received 95,
97, 97. I could quote not one or two
but a dozen marks of approximately
the same grade all made by students
who wish to study some other subject next year.
We who oppose Greek heartily resent the bold statement that we
have "shallow mental fibres." The
young gentleman of '36 would do
well to retract such a remark, doubtlessly made without sufficient reflection. To call from ninety to ninetyfive per cent of one's fellows nitwits
is a childish and well-nigh asinine
thing to do.
I have scarcely space here to
treat at length the reasons why
Greek is a chaotic matter for those
who do not offer it for admission.
May I intimate that these students
have not the opportunity to build a
solid foundation in the language,
and, for that reason, their superstructure is tottering. However, if
the gentleman cares to dispute the
question further, I shall be glad to
argue with him.
In the meantime, the young gentleman would do well to tear himself from the dictionary and notes
long enough to digest the true state
of affairs regarding Greek. I would
advise him that well rounded, educated men of "deep mental fiber"
do not make ridiculously impossible
statements for which they offer no
proof.
F. W. ROCHE, '36.
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Boston College
Club of Watertown
Has First Meeting
Through the efforts of Donald J.
MacDonald and William H. Thomas,
a new Boston College Club is to be
organized in Watertown. The club
is indeed fortunate in having for its
sponsor the Rev. Daniel C. Riordan,
the oldest graduate of Boston College.
The initial meeting of this new organization is to be held on Sunday,
April 22, 1934, at The Catholic Commercial Institute, Chestnut street,
off Main street, at 2.30 P. M. It is
urgent that every member of the
student body from Watertown attend. Bring with you any graduate
or member of the alumni living in
this town. It is going to be success-
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Norton Addresses
Physics Academy
On Measurements

HEIGHTS MANAGING BOARD APPOINTEES
BUSINESS MANAGER

NEWS EDITOR

CIRCULATION

TREASURER

Mr. Geo. H. Norton delivered the
last in a series of seminars before
the Physics Academy at the regular

meeting, Friday, April 13, 1934.
Mr. Norton selected as his topic,
"The Progress of Sensitive Measurements."
The Rev. John A.
Tobin, S.J., Dean of the Physics Department, presided.
In the introduction to his main
topic

Mr. Norton differentiated be-

tween man and beast. He then described the various forms of crude
measurements utilized by the early
inhabitants of this earth. Among
these he named hands, and stones.
From these measurements were developed the Metric and English systems. The English system was the
outgrowth of a desire of our first
settlers completely to sever themselves from everything European.

ful only if all attend. Father Riordan expects a large attendance; do
not disappoint him! Pass the word
along about the meeting.

Developments

it goes.

On Christmas Day in

show a classmate called

at

C.

William H. G. Giblin

1926 Dr. Jefferson, professor of
philosophy, according to "The Colgate Maroon," went to a movie palace to see a picture starring Greta
Garbo. While he was enjoying the

his house Dr.

but left without seeing him. It recently developed that the caller was
a man who earned $5,000,000 in 1929
on an investment of S4O made in
1926 about the time of the visit to

Jefferson. Perhaps, had the
professor lingered longer over the
festive turkey, he would have been
in when his friend called and have
been let in on the ground floor to
make a substantial profit.

SENIORS
In order to secure your pictures before the final week of
school you must order them
immediately. It takes at least
three weeks to have them developed and there is little
more than a month remaining.
Bring your proofs to Vantine's
and place your order. No deposit is necessary.

BOOK REVIEW
"FISH ON FRIDAY"
By LEONARD FEENEY

IF

your reviewer were to tell exactly what he thinks of "Fish on
Friday," he would lay himself open
to the accusation that he was exaggerating, that his personal esteem
for the author had upset his critical machinery. So he must be careful as to what praise he uses, even
to the extent of understating.
For "Fish on Friday," by Father
Feeney, possesses a rare charm
which tempts even the most hardhearted critic to friendly superlatives. There is a vein of humor in
the book: The present writer did not
laugh out loud but once in the course
of reading the book
that was on
the second last page of "Cousin Willie" ? but delighted grins came so
often to his face that they may be
said to have remained permanently
there from the time he opened the
book until a good while after he
closed it.
?

There are fourteen sketches in the
book, all but two of which are amusing. There is, in all but "The Queen
of Hearts," only the gist of a plot.
In the above mentioned story, the
complication is developed in a fairly
conventional manner. It is probably the least successful in the book.
But that does not deny that it is a
fine story, for it has some splendid
things to compete with. "Little
Slipper Street" is a delightful bit of
daintiness. "Evangeline" has a bitter sweet incisiveness. "Cousin Willie" is a pertinent, but not an uncharitable, character study. But the
most amusing of all these is not
without a deep significance. The
author has in his prose as well as

in his verse, the ability to be trivial
and in dead earnest at the same

time.
One should not be led to believe,
however, that Father Feeney is forever moralizing or that his writings
are intended to be a sort of supplement to the Sunday morning sermon.
"Fish on Friday" is explicitly addressed to Catholics. Hence there
is nothing any more out of place in
introducing some serious observation if it seems necessary in a written story than in reverting to the
same matter in conversation. "Fish
on Friday," by the way, might be
described as written dinner conversation.
The sketch "Joe Pallavicino," to
one person at least, at first reading
fell absolutely first. But a person
for whose opinion the present writer
has a certain amount of respect had

previously praised that particular
story to the skies. So your critic
re-read the sketch and discovered
that it was really an exquisite little
thing. He attributes its first failure to the ominous cloud which the
story read just previously ?"The
Journey"? casts. This is a heartsickening,
heart-scalding, heartrending,
heart-breaking
tragedy
which only a Catholic could really
appreciate in its complete significance, and one which only a priest
could write. It is one of the few
very powerful pieces of literature
which this reviewer has read.
All the sketches possess a delicate, individual charm. They are
most eminently worth reading and
one cannot but hope for a duplication of this success at an early date.

S~F.

WHERE you study this summer is of

CONSIDERABLE IMPORTANCE
acquire this
credits
versity
THE
be
transferred
This is
unusual
you
easily
more

summer at New York Unito any other college or
university.
than perhaps it sounds. At
the Washington Square College the same entrance requirements and scholastic standing are maintained as during the
college year; instruction is given by the regular faculty.
Few summer sessions operate on this high plane. Lower
standards mean possible loss of credits.
can

To the student who wishes to make up
deficiencies or shorten college work.
elementary and advanced courses,
with mil college credit, are offered in
Biology, Chemistry, Economics, Eng-

lish, French, Geology, German, GovItalian,
Matheernment, History,
matics. Philosophy, Physics, Psychology, Public Speaking, Sociology
and Spanish.

Henry Murphy

NAME DeCELLES

NEW DIRECTOR

VON PASTOR
CLOSES SEASON
At the last regular meeting of the
Von Pastor Historical Society, held
on Wednesday, April 11, Rev. J. F.
X. Murphy, S.J., addressed the
Academy on "The Monk and the
Friar," as portrayed in the Prologue
to Chaucer's "Canterbury Tales."
Father Murphy said that probably
none of Chaucer's characters have
been so misinterpreted by commentators, blinded by prejudice, as

"The Monk and the Friar." He conBoston College-Junior College has tinued, citing instance upon instance, in order to show the position
announced that the new post of Director of Student Activities has been of the religious orders in the life of
filled by appointing to that position the fourteenth century, and drawing
Francis J. DeCelles, A.8., A.M., of a picture almost diametrically opBelmont, professor of Public Speak- posed to that one that has been
ing and Speech Writing at the painted by anti-Catholic historians.
school. Mr. DeCelles has been a "Even the most innocent statements
member of the faculty of the Junior of Chaucer," said Father Murphy,
College for the past four years and "have been twisted and stretched so
is, in addition, a lecturer in the Divi- as to have a sinister, if not an unsavory meaning, by those who know
sion of University Extension.
On assuming his duties, Mr. De- more about friars than the friars
Celles announced that the following themselves, and have refused to achave been chosen as officers of the cept even objective truth."
Class of 1934: Edward L. Morris, of
Everett, President; William J.
Dooley, of South Boston, Vice-Presi- E. T. Mitchell, '35
dent; Patrick J. Connolly, of South
Boston, Secretary; Frank N. GamGives Lecture at
bale, of Boston, Treasurer. The first
Chemistry Seminar
"Get-together" of the student-body
will be held at the Hotel Westminster on May 3d.
On Friday, April 13, Mr. E. T.
Mitchell (B. S., '35) presented a

CAMBRIDGE CLUB
PLANS SOIREE
FOR MAY 11
The Boston College Club of Cambridge will hold its twenty-sixth annual supper dance on the evening of
May 11, at the Hotel Continental,
Cambridge. The affair, which is the
first function under the new presi-

dent, William F. Foley, promises to
be even more successful than last
year's.

Dancing will be enjoyed from nine
until two, to the smooth rhythmic
music of Ted Marier's Glen Royale
Orchestra of eight pieces. Ted's
band is well known among undergraduates and is increasing in popularity among alumni and outsiders
with every appearance. Supper will
be served at midnight.
The ball is under the student cochairmanship of Maurice Joyce, of
Senior A, and Johnny Cogavin, of
Senior B.
Tickets

are priced at three dollars
couple for Cambridge students.
You may purchase the ducats from
a

either of the above gentlemen or
from any of the following commitThe Summer Term is given June 26-September 14. For
tee: Bill Joyce and Joe McLaughlin,
of senior; John Burke, Mike Murdetailed information, address
Director of the Summer Term, Washington Square College phy, Jim Landrigan, Paul Dugan
and Frank Tansey, of junior; Paul
Sullivan, of sophomore; and George
105 Washington Square East
New Yerk, N. Y. Curtin, of freshman.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Edward L. Fitzmaurice

John J.

Murphy

Fr. Dore Forms
Pre-Med. Academy
Under the guidance of the Rev.
Francis E. Dore, S.J., the Senior
Pre-Medical Academy, the first
extra-curricular activity of its kind
in recent years, was formed by premedical students of senior class. The
purpose of the academy is to discuss
subjects of medical ethics, topics
which will be of prime importance
to the members, as most have already been accepted by various
medical schools.
Officers Elected
The officers are: President, John
Conlin; vice-president, J. Cameron
Durant; treasurer, Nicholas Fumara, and secretary, Charles V.
Mangarelli.

On last Thursday Paul T. Moore
gave a scholarly exposition of "The
Immorality of Birth Control," after
which Mr. Moore asked for objections from the floor. The moderator
has obtained Rev. Joseph J. Williams, S.J., to address the Academy
at the next meeting.

PLEASE PATRONIZE

FULTON TO CONDUCTFIRST SOCIAL

THE HEIGHTS

ADVERTISERS?IT

The Fulton Debating Society will
hold a Spring dance at the Hotel
Commander, Cambridge, on Wednesday, April 25, 1934. The affair is
paper during the chemistry seminar semi-formal and dancing will be
entitled: "Adsorption and Catal- from nine to one. The music will
be furnished by the Glen Royale's
ysis." Mr. Mitchell states: "The object of this paper is to consider the Orchestra featuring Ted Marier. The
for the affair is $1.25.
function of adsorption in catalysis subscription
and to indicate some of the proved
facts of the behavior of catalysts
in promoting chemical reactions."
TO BE
Mr. Mitchell discussed certain
characteristics of catalytic surfaces; RELEASED IN MAY
the extent of active surface; the naTO PRESS
ture of this surface; the structure
of the surface and the effect of poiThe editor-in-chief, Marcus Lewis,
sons. The works of Pease, Taylor,
Briggs and Kramer were empha- and the Sub Turri staff are smiling
proudly these days. They have pracsized.
The effect of temperature on tically completed the largest (552
catalysis was then reviewed. Adsorp- pages) and the most elaborate year
tion is always greatest at low tem- book yet seen at the Heights. By
perature, whereas in most cases the end of the week the eight secthere is very little catalytic activity tions making up the year book will
below a certain temperature. Mr. be completed and sent to press, and
Mitchell then discussed in detail on Tuesday, May 15, the finished
"poisons," a poison being any chemi- product will be in the hands of the
cal entity that destroys catalytic students. The fact that such a
activity. Bunsen recognized poison voluminous book should be comaction in 1857. It was first ex- pleted on schedule is a reminder of
plained in 1907 by Fink.
the co-operation of the Senior class
The second paper delivered by Mr. and of the unity of a hard-working
Raymond Perry (B. S., '35) was en- staff.
titled: "The Iso-Electric Point."
The seminar was the seventh in a
series of chemical papers presented
The Chemistry Department is
under the directorship of the Rev. happy to announce that due to the
Father Aloysius B. Langguth, S.J., kindness and generosity of the DuDean of the Department of Chem- pont Cellophane Company, it now
istry.
has an exhibit entitled, "Cellophane
On April 20, Mr. Frederick Cas?Its Manufacture and Use." This
sidy (Grad Student) will speak on exhibit can be found in the hall"Mercaptan Chemistry."
way outside the Chemistry Office.

SUB-TURRI
GOES

I

SO

With the development of modern
civilization the need for more sensitive measurements created the desire
for instruments. Among the latest
developments in this line is a 150
volt voltmeter, according to Mr.
Norton. He enlarged upon this
statement by giving the principles
and the difficulties in the construction of such instruments. Some of
the parts must be aged for two
years before they can be incorporated into the mechanism. This
voltmeter has many practical applications in the manufacturing of
electric clocks, radios and accessories. Another instrument lately
developed is the Galvameter, which
is used in measuring the heat of
stars.
Mr. Norton mentioned a new development in science which is of
great interest and may be of great
aid to humanity. A new electrical
instrument has been invented for
the curing of cancer. While this device is still in its experimental stage,
nevertheless it is even now being
used in various hospitals throughout
the United States. This invention
was made in the laboratories of the
Sensitive Research Corporation of
New York.
After the delivery of the seminar,
which was very well received,
Father Tobin, S.J., addressed a few
words of commendation, in which he
expressed pleasure at the fine quality of work presented throughout
the year.

HELPS

YOU AND US

.

.

The

Cascades
.

.

at

the Bradford
\u2666

Here you will find Joe Rines
and his Orchestra playing
nightly, paired with two
flashing floor revues staged
by Lou Walters, Boston impresario.

Prices are reasonable?dinner specials for $1.25 and
$1.75, with one dollar minimum charge after 9 p.m.
On Saturdays and holidays
there is a small cover
charge.
Spend your next evening in
town at the Cascades!
\u2666

The Cascades
On the 15th floor of the
Hotel Bradford
A UNITED HOTEL
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INTERCLASS
MEET HELD

Alumni Chatter
Rev. Thomas J. Riley, '22, who recently obtained his Ph.D. at the University of Louvain, is now teaching
at St. John's Seminary.

MANAGER OF GOLF

Bill Hayes Wins Three
Firsts for Winning
Seniors

William J. Hopkins, '80, is believed to be the only living member
of his class.

established

?

"but, I am Mr. De Valera,
of the Irish Free State."

Holland Wins Hurdles
The high hurdles were run in two
heats, with the places awarded by
time. Neal Holland topped the
sticks in the fastest time, with Ed
Kickham, '36, second best.

Bill Hayes defeated his Sophomore rival, Jim O'Leary, in the 220
lows, in both the running high and

President broad jumps placed first,
Bill Parks, as usual, ran a smart
The man did apologize.
race in the 440, on the last corner
a
5 yards over
Dr. Lawrence McCarthy, '23, re- he opened up lead of
rival, Don McKee.
his
Freshman
cently resigned as night superinDana Smith wrested the lead from
tendent of the Boston City HospiBill
Malone at the end of the first
tal to enter private practice.
lap in the 880, and from then on was

B. C. CLUB OF
SOUTH BOSTON
HOLD MEETING

be

served at the parish hall. John McMorrow, '20, will be toastmaster. It
is hoped that all members will be
present and they are urged to make
arrangements

as

soon as

possible

with their class representatives, who
are James J. Sullivan, '34; Thomas
C. Dowling, '35; Thomas Dorance,
'36; and William F. Sullivan, '37.

FRENCH ACADEMY
Adding another link to the treatise
on the

French novel, Omer Dufault,

'37, presented a reading on the
"Realistic Novel," last Monday in
the Fulton Room at the last meeting
of the French Academy.
In his sketch, Mr. Dufault outlined the lives and works of such
renowned
authors as Flaubert,
Merimee, and Gautier.
Plans for the coming oratorical
contests have already been completed and they promise one of
the most successful public appearances ever before sponsored by the
academy.

ness.

Edward G.

Halligan

Twelve Matches Arranged
Due largely to the untiring efforts
of Ed. Halligan, '34, Manager of
Golf, an extensive and difficult

schedule has been completed, insuring the followers of the "little white
pill" of a most interesting season of
competition.

matches

Seventeen

when the Maroon and Gold team
meets Holy Cross.

Five matches have already been
played on the Southern trip, which
took place during the Easter recess. Considering the fact that the
team had little or no practice before
leaving, they did very well in winning two and dropping three.
The schedule for the rest of the
season:?

Apr. 24
Brown at Providence
Boston University at Boston Apr. 25
Apr. 27
Manhattan at New York
Lafayette at Easton, Pa
Apr. 28
N. E. Intercollegiates at Belmont
May 2 and 3
Dartmouth at Hanover, N. H. May 5
Tufts at Boston
May 8
Amherst at Amherst, Mass....May 12
Providence at Providence May 15
May 17
M. I. T. at Boston
U. of Maine at Orono, Me May 19
Holy Cross at Worcester
May 29

GOOD NEWS

! ! !

! ! !

Wednesday April 18th, 1934
Is the Date

TOTEM POLE BALLROOM
Is the Place

Chancellor Hitler's best friend,
changed his mind. It had previously
been announced that Herr Hanfstaengel would accept the invitation
and would bring Nazi moving pictures to show at the celebration.
Harvard authorities have maintained strict silence on the whole affair.

Dancing Party

Famous Music
America's Most
IT'S DIFFERENT

?

8.30 P.M.

till 4:00

A.M.

Felix Ferdinando
Beautiful
ASK

Ballroom
YOUR NEIGHBOR

Join the better dancing crowd

Patriot's Day Coach Frank McCrehan made a temporary cut in his
baseball squad on last Wednesday.
The vai-sity team has been reduced
to 17 players who will take part in
the
Northeastern and Fordham
encounters. Ten other men have
been retained, but they will not report for practise again until April
20. After this date the entire group

Squad Promising

Tennis Team Will
Play Brown
26th

Foul Balls
Be popular, become a good dancer
vows he will
Uptown School of
drive a ball into the West Stands of
Modern Dancing
the Stadium before the season is
Personal Direction Miss Shirley Hayes
over. That is some sock, but Jerry
330 MASSACHUSETTS AVE..
Tel. ClRcle 9068
is some socker. Oscar Mehillo did
All Latest Steps, Fox Trot, Waltz, "400,"
to Learn Here.
it with spinach while Jerry (so he etc. Beginners Guaranteed
15 Private Lessons, $5.
says), will stick to his spaghetti.
Boston's Foremost School
Making a possible exception of
Teddy Donovan, a veteran of basball
wars, Charley Kittredge is the
smoothest fielding first-sacker in
these parts. It's a treat to watch
him in infield practice.
|
FOUNDED 1900
f
Harry Lane has a jug-handle
Dentistry has developed into an imcurve, a buzzing fast ball, and an
portant branch of health service.
In
Jerry

Ernst Frank Hanfstaengel, after
he was graduated from Harvard in
1909, returned to Germany to do his
military service, coming to America
again in 1911.
When the World War broke out
he grew vociferous here against the
rosing tide of pro-Allied sentiment.
In 1916 he was dropped from membership in the Harvard Club because of an altercation over statements regarding the sinking' of the

Lusitania.
After the

Pagluccia

|

m

order to meet its obligation to humanity,
s it needs men and women of the highest
«jj intellect, backed by superior training.
College men who are interested in a
r
§ career in this field of work may obtain
5 a prospectus of the educational require?
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Howard M. Marjerison, D.M.D., Dean
Tufts College Dental School
Boston, Mass.
892 Huntington Ave.
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cabin that the Leader was hidden major league material.
after his Beer Hall Putsch in 1923.
George Maiocca wears his glasses
Herr Hanfstaengel is now recognized while playing. Can anyone recall
as the closest friend and most influ- the last Boston College ball player
ential figure in the Hitler govern- who wore glasses?
ment. He is press agent for the
Nazi party and confidential secretary to the Leader.

Yesterday afternoon nomination papers were distributed to all classes.
These papers must be returned by 3:30 p. m., Friday, April 20. Any
papers received after this date will not be accepted. The time of return
will be marked on the top of each paper when they are received by the
President of the Student Council. The first papers turned in will take
precedence and all duplicate names will be disregarded. The first paper
turned in by any candidate must have at least fifty names. Following
papers are not required to have any specific number. Students are requested not to sign two papers for any one office.

Schoolf
"

war he returned to Germany. In 1922 he became a follower excellent pitching temperament. If
of Hitler and it was at his mountain he learns to control his stuff, he is

.JKX

{

TUFTS COLLEGE

(Dental

OUT COMMONWEALTH AVENUE?NORUMBEGA PARK

Midnite

To facilitate his task of preparing
for the important Fordham game on

Frosh Basketball

TELESCOPE
?

With the opening games with
Northeastern and Fordham looming
just ahead, the Boston College Baseball team has been hard at work
for the past week. Coach McCrehan made a cut in the squad when
classes were resumed after the
Easter holidays. With the candidates reduced to manageable proportions, Frank was able to settle down
to the serious business of selecting
his first string lineup.
The only position that presented
was
any
difficulty
third base.
George Maiocca got off to a fast
start and at present seems to have
the call. He has been hitting hard
and fielding perfectly. George Mahoney started at a less rapid pace,
but soon put on speed, so that he is
now treading on the heels of the bespectacled Maiocca.

will practise together, and it is expected that several in the smaller
set will be added to the number selected for the opening of the season.
The men in the first squad are:
Pitchers, Bob Duffy, Charlie Marceau, Ted Galligan, Harry Lane,
Charlie Callahan; catchers, Tim
Ready, Ed Kelley; infielders, Captain
Charlie Kittredge, George Maiocca,
Johnny
Freitas, Frank O'Flaherty,
Kittredge at First
Dave
George Mahoney;
Concannon,
The rest of the infield is all set.
John Terry, Bill Boehner,
outfielders,
Captain Kittredge will again cover
Curran, Jerry Pagluccia. Eight
first, while Dave Concannon returns Bob
of
these
men were members of last
Sunday evening last, Rev. Jones I. to the short-field. Johnny Freitas,
year's
freshman
outfit.
the Fairhaven Adonis, has been
Corrigan, S.J., journeyed to Bridgesecond group is made up of:
The
moved
to
from
outer
second base
the
water, where he presented a splendid
Pitchers, Bill McGroarty, George
discussion on "The Aims and Pros- garden.
McLaughlin, Ray Prendergast, Rob
The place that Freitas left vacant
pects of the N. R. A."
Potenza; catchers, John Barrett; in"In its main provisions," said in the outfield will be filled by Jerry
fielder, Jim Brennan; outfielders,
Father Corrigan. "The National Re- Pagluccia, hitter extraordinary.,
Tom Blake, Ed Anderson, John Harcovery Act is a permanent policy in Jerry looks like the logical choice for
rington, and Roger Shea. Three of
clean-up
which,
of course,
spot,
the political and economic life of the the
these men were members of the
nation. The ruthless competition of speaks volumes for his ability with varsity in the past two years.
the past, bringing on recurrent de- the willow. Bill Boehner and Bob
pressions, is definitely at an end. Curran will round out the best outTrade associations of the N. R. A. field, both from an offensive and deand the codes of fair practice estab- fensive standpoint, that Boston Collishing minimum wages and guaran- lege has had in a decade.
When Ray Funchion's services
teeing collective bargaining by the
workers, will inaugurate a new and were lost, the battle for the catcher's
Despite the handicap of inadebetter era in the industrial relations position narrowed down to a fight
quate playing facilities, Coach Ray
the
Kelley,
bashing
of the future. Support of the Presi- between Ed
Funchion has made fine progress
dent will bring a triumphant victory barber boy, and Tim Ready. Both
Freshman proteges.
All
for the industrial life of all." The have been showing up excellently, with his
a team which
point
indications
to
get
but
it
looks
as
if
Ready
would
subject, always of great interest,
should equal, if not surpass, the
the honor of starting the opener.
was well received.
McCrehan will select his starting sterling achievements of last year's
pitchers from a hurling squad com- "Frosh" nine.
Preparing for a vigorous camposed of Bob Duffy, Charley Marthe Eaglets have been workpaign,
ceau, Ted Galligan, Harry Lane,
out
ing
daily behind the Science
George
McLaughlin,
Charley
Callaon
han, and Ray Prendergast. Duffy building. Although it is rather early
Manager Dick Kelly of the Var- is- probably the ace of the staff, in the season, the performances of
sity Team has announced that the which nominates him for the Ford- several men have attracted notice.
first match of the Northern season ham game. Marceau is further along Fallon, former All-Scholastic star,
will take place on Thursday, April than the others and will doubtlessly and Joe McCurdy, president of
26, at Brown University in Provi- start against Northeastern.
Freshmen, are battling for the
initial call behind the plate. The
dence, Rhode Island. The men who
Team Is Promising
pitching posts, a big problem for
will represent Boston College were
chosen because of their showing in
All things considered, this Boston any coach, should be well taken care
the Fall Tournament last year. The College team is on paper the best of by Cash, Kern, Gildea, Vaas and
team consists of Captain E. Mont- in years. How it will fare in actual Richards, all outstanding prep.gomery Rynne, Vin Mahoney, Joe combat will be decided by three school twirlers. In the infield the
Corcoran, Dave Bailey, Frank Lid- men. The questions right now are: work of Connolly, Murphy, Morris,
dell, President of Junior, and Joe "Can Maiocca fill Crowley's shoes?" Jobin and Kane has been far above
Reilly. Four of these men made the "How good will Duffy be?" "Will the ordinary. Leading among the
Southern trip during the Easter any one of the sophomore pitchers outfield aspirants are Conlon, Pete
Shannon, Ed Moran, Ferdenzi, Saint,
holiday, and hope to continue their come through?"
Coach McCrehan says that his McDermott, Glynn and Wall.
success in the North.
replacements are such as make a
With such a galaxy of performcoach's life sweet. These include ers, under the expert tutelage of
Bill Barrett, a catcher; O'Flaherty Coach Funchion, the Yearlings
and Freddie Roche, infielders, and should be outstanding in intercolTom Black, Ed Anderson, and Roger legiate circles.
Shea, outfielders.

Pitted against this powerful club
will be Charles Marceau and Bob
Duffy who will split the pitching
assignment. The Fordham obstacle must be handled and one of the
season's best games is bound to result.

DARTMOUTH, M.I.T.,
FATHER CORRIGAN
U. OF MAINE ON
AT BRIDGEWATER
GOLF SCHEDULE

Hanfstaengel, who is regarded as

GOOD NEWS

all-scholastic

the fifth straight year the
Rams will be powerful in the box.
Ken Auer, in whom the New YorkYankees are greatly interested, will
probably pitch and his right hand
slants should prove very bothersome. In reserve is "Lefty" Estanawyck, a sophomore, whose spring
work shows signs of great effective-

Tlic summary :
dash?Won by John .McManus,
'34; 2nd John Joyce, '35: 3rd Frank
Good. '35. Time 10.
22(1 yard dash ?Won
by John McManus
'34; 2nd .John Joyce, '35; 3rd Don MeKoo
'37. Time 21.4.
Please patronize our adver440 yard run?Won by Kill Parks, '34;
2nd
Don McKee. '37:
3rd Frank
tisers. They deserve your supO'Laufrhlin. '35. Time 51.1.
BSO yard run ?Won by Dana Smith. '34'
2nd Dill Malone. '30: 3rd Frank Katon,
port.
'35. Time 2.04.
1 mile run- Won liy John Downey, '3l'>;
2nd Ben llines. '37; 3rd John Powers!
'35. Time 4.351,,,,.
2 mile run?Won by Frank Delear. '30'
2nd Georire Lanji, '34; 3rd Arnold
O'Donnell. '30. Time. 10 min. 10W> sec.
120 hif;li hurdles?Won by Neal Holland.
'34. 2nd Ed Kickham, '30: 3rd Ernest
Goslis. '35. Time 15.0.
220 low hurdles?Won by Bill Hayes, '34 ?
2nd Jim O'Leary. '30: 3rd Fd Kickham,
'3ii. Time 25.1.
Hif;h jump?Won by Bill Hayes, '34; 2nd
Cordon Connors. '35; 3rd Joe Curran,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
The in'35. Height IS' 2".
Broad jump?Won by Bill Haves, '34which
vitation
had
been
extended
to
2nd
Neal Holland.
'34;
3rd
Jim
O'Leary, '30. Distance 21' 2".
Hammer throw?Won by Frank Murphy. Ernst F. Hanfstaengel, Harvard '09,
'35; 2nd Frank Cowing. '35: 3rd Henry
to act as chief marshal's aide at the
Ohrenber«er,
'35. Distance 115 ft.
Discus?Won by Dimmy Zaitz. '3(>; 2nd
June
commencement ceremonies has
Dave Couhi.tr. '35: 3rd Frank Cowhiir.
'35. Distance 120 ft.
been
declined, according to an anJavelin?Won by Bernie Moynahan, "35;
2nd Earl Avery. '36; 3rd Bill Haves,
nouncement made by Dr. Elliott C.
'34. Distance 146' 7".
Shot put?Won bv Dimmv Zaitz. '30; 2nd
of the class of
Dave Couhitr. '35; 3rd Flavio Tosi, '34. Cutler, chief marshal
Distance 42' S".
1909, who will lead the alumni in
Pole vault?Won by Neal Holland, '34;
2nd Gordon Connors. '35; 3rd tie betheir festivities. He refused, howtween Elmer livnne, '35. and J. Kennedy. '35.
Height 11, ft.
ever, to divulge the reason why Herr
101) yard

an

For

been scheduled, fourteen away,
Frank Eaton finished have
with the season ending on May 29,

in the lead.
George W. Shine, '32, is associated
with the Dennison Manufacturing third.
The
Sophomore
miler, John
Company in New York and is the
Downey, showed excellent promise.
youngest member of the Boston ColHe was content to follow Ben Hines
lege Club of that city.
for three laps and on the final corner
went out in front to win by 6 yards.
Frank Delear had things pretty
much his own way in the 2-mile run,
taking the lead at the start and
holding it for the 8 laps.
The hammer throw was swept by
the Juniors, with Frank Murphy
The Boston College Club of South tossing the weight 115 ft. to GarBoston held a meeting on last ner 5 points for the class of '35.
Dmitri Zaitz had just a little more
Wednesday to discuss arrangements
for the annual Communion Break- skill in both the shot and the discus
fast to be held on Sunday, April than Dave Couhig.
In the high jump event, Bill
29. The meeting was well attended
Hayes
cleared the bar at 6 ft. 2 in.
Cronin,
and Daniel
Chairman of the
affair, delivered an interesting talk. pushed by Gordon Connor and Joe
Curran.
The members will receive ComThe pole vault was won by Neal
munion at Saint Peter and Paul's
Holland at 11 ft. with Gordon ConChurch at ten o'clock Mass. Folnor placing second.
lowing the Mass breakfast will

as

stand-out.

The 100 yard dash was won by
Captain Johnny McManus in the
fast time of 10 seconds fiat. John
also won the 220 in 21.4. These
times are exceptional for this time
of the year, since the squad has only
been practicing on the cinders for
the last two weeks.

approached a man whom he believed
to be his former employer.
"I hope," said the man, apologetically, "that you will not think me
forward in speaking to you, but
you are Judge Swift, are you not, of
the Knights of Columbus?"
"Sorry," said the man approached,

Varsity Baseball
RAMS TO OPEN
Baseball Squad
HOME SEASON
In Preparation
Temporarily Cut
For Home Season
Till Patriot's Day
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4.)
living up to the fine reputation he

Last Saturday afternoon the annual Interclass meet was held, with
William Cronin, '26, great football the Seniors winning the meet, rollplayer under the late Major Cavan- ing up 53 points, to defeat their
augh, was married last Saturday in
Junior rivals by 13 points. The
the College chapel to Miss Helen
Sophomore and Freshmen classes
Murphy.
placed third and fourth respectively.

From the Boston College Alumnus
comes the following story. Judge
John F. Swift, '99, of the Superior
Court, resembles Eamon De Valera,
President of the Irish Free State.
A few years ago when Mr. De
Valera was visiting Boston, a former employe of Mr. Swift whom the
Judge had never known in person

April 18, 1934
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Rifle Team Holds
SPRING PRACTICE
N. R. Ass'n Match
IN FULL SWING

Cinder Dust

By William G. Hayward
THRU

Well; rather than upset the custom the Seniors won the annual
Spring' Interclass meet, with the
Juniors taking second honors, followed very closely by the Sophomores. The exact tabulation being,
Seniors 53, Juniors 40, Sophs 35 and
Freshmen 7.

The two most exciting races were
the 440 won by Bill Parks and the
mile won by Johnny Downey, as
both these boys came from behind
on the straight away and nipped
their nearest rival at the tape.

Don McKee and Ben Hines were
the only Freshmen to garner points
Bill Hayes took the individual in the meet, Don placed second in
honors (another custom) with Neal the 440, and third in the 220 while
Holland the runner-up. Bill won Ben took second to Downey in the
three events and placed third in an- mile.
other, for a total of 16 points, while
On Friday afternoon the team will
Neal had 13 points credited to him,
two firsts and a second.
leave via the Fall River Line for
New York, and on Saturday mornCaptain Johnny McManus romped ing will entrain for West Point,
away with both the 100 and 220 yard where they will hold the Annual
dashes, with Jugger Joyce placing Outdoor meet with the Army.
second in both these races. Johnny
traveled over the century route in
The men selected by Coach Jack
10 seconds flat (some flying).
Ryder for the trip are: John McManus, John Joyce, Flavio Tosi, Bill
Dimmy Zaitz proved he was just Parks, Dana Smith, Frank O'Loughas good in varsity competition as in lin, Bill Malone, John Powers, John
freshmen, by taking firsts in both Downey, Jack Burke, Frank Delear,
the shot and discus, with Dave Cou- George Lang, Frank Eaton, Bill
hig placing second in both of these Hayes, Ed Kickham, Jim O'Leary,
events.
Neal Holland, Gordon Connors, Elmer Rynne, Joe Curran, Earl Avery,
The only event in which one class Bernie Moynihan, Dimmy Zaitz,
took all three places was the ham- Frank Cowhig, and Dave Couhig.
mer throw, with the Juniors making
the clean sweep. Frank Murphy
The squad will be accompanied by
won the heave, with Frank Cowhig Coach Ryder, Father Frank Sulliand Henry Ohrenberger second and van, Manager Ralph Edwards, and
third respectively.
trainer Frank Jones.
Brendy Moynahan did a nice job
as Official BCAA starter, a role
which he has performed for the last
two years, out at the Heights. John
Moynihan, former member of last
year's two-mile team, participated
as a Judge.

The meet with the Kaydets is always longed for by the Eagle track
squads, for the hospitality afforded
to them down on the Hudson is
gratifying to every man making the
trip, whether the team is defeated
or not.

BASEBALL TEAM
FROSH BASEBALL
WINS OPENER TEAM VICTORIOUS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)

the Eagle hurling corps as good defensive as its batters are offensively.
Duffy took the burden at the start
of the contest, and had trouble in
locating the rubber, and the resultant passes which he issued were
accountable for five of the six runs
scored by the opponents. However,
after the tall left hander abandoned
the mound, Charlie Callahan assumed the duty, to be followed by
Harry Lane and Ted Galligan, and
save for a single tally in the fourth
on the end of a double steal, these
three pitchers kept the Huskies from
denting the rubber.
The Northeastern batters could
do no better than garner four hits
from the combined offerings of the
quartet of Eagle twirlers, and after
a three run rally in the third, the
result of too many free passes,
placed them temporarily on even
terms with the Heightsmen, they
never again seriously challenged the
superiority of the McCrehan crew.
With the heavy stickers bashing
out more than a dozen lusty wallops
and the pitchers holding the Huskies
t ofour scattered blows, the Eagles
should rank with the best in Eastern
college circles before the season is
many

weeks old.

The Boston College Freshman
baseball team emulated the example
set by the varsity yesterday afternoon and opened its season with an
8 to 6 victory over the strong Boston Latin nine. The hurling duties
of the Funchion coached aggregation
were shared by Richards, Kern and
Gleason, with Fallon doing the receiving.
Jack Burgess, who patrolled the
sun field for the Frosh, led with the

slashing out a trio of
Gill and Ferdenzi accounted for the winning runs in the
eighth inning with their safeties.
Considering the limited time and
space afforded them in preparation
for this opener, the victory of the
freshmen over the Latin School nine
would seem to indicate that the class
of 1937 will be represented by a
fast aggregation. There is a wealth
of offensive and defensive strength
on the squad, and if Funchion is
able to uncover a few good twirlers
everything points to a successful
willow,

bingles.

season.

FIELDSTON-ON-THE-ATLANTIC
Marshfield,

FOR YOUR

Mass.

OUTING

Athletic Field for Baseball, Races and Games
Bowling Alleys
Swimming Pool
Surf Bathing Dance Hall
-

Best

-

of

Food

-

at

-

Kitle

Range

Reasonable Prices

Facilities for Parties of Any Size
Make Your Reservations Now
Tel. BLUe Hills 2641-GRAnite 1720; After May Ist, MARshfield 220
-

We appreciate the patronage of Boston College Men

NORMANDIE
Washington St. Next to New Keith

Theatre

BOSTON'S GRANDEST
DANCE MUSIC

if
NORMANDIE ORCH.

TED HANSON

Dancing every eve. 8:30 to

12:30.

Admission
Ladies, 50 cents
Gentlemen, 75 cents
also every Sat. Aft. from 2 to 5

ADM. 40c

Follow the Crowd to

808 BERGER'S
Restaurant
Known From Coast

to Coast
Meet Your Favorite Stage and

Screen Stars at Close Range
OPEN TILL 4 A.M.
Next to Metropolitan Theatre
256 TREMONT ST., BOSTON

THE

EYE

EAGLE'S

BILL KEAN
It just doesn't seem possible to keep those '33 footballers out of the limelight, hence, as you probably surmised,
the sermon for this week is a bit of a dissertation on the

Athletic Association's production which will be unleashed
tomorrow evening at the college auditorium. Aside from the
fact that the cause is eminently worthy, we know of no more
enjoyable way to pass a pleasant evening.
"Gold In The Hills" is the suggestive title of this first
effort (mayhap the last) for many of the boys. After much
dickering over the matter of contracts, etc., Jiggs Lillis was
inveigled into accepting the role of female menace.
The
seductive Jiggs is an ideal foil for the beautiful heroine,
played by Tom Blake. Prominent among the several heartthrobs are buxom Mai Maloney, featuring a bad case of
house-maid's knee, and Tom Balfrey, whose silvery tones
much resemble those of a harp.
Hago Harrington, the sleek-haired villain, and his pal,
Louie Musco, appropriately cast in the role of bowery barfly, derive inexplicable pleasure, verging on a fiendish delight
from the haunting melodies rendered by the afore-mentioned
Balfrey. Balfrey admitted on questioning that his personal
favorites are "Just A Bird In A Gilded Cage" and "Hearts
and Flowers." But this is running into space, so we leave
the subject with the admonition that you pick up a pair of
ducats (you had forgotten her) and see us there.
Once again we delve into the maze of copy-notes to
choose the most pertinent items; a choice necessitated by
the entrance of football into the realm of spring sport. Football, incidentally, has made its presence very much felt, and
at present is claiming a generous share of attention from
Eagle sports enthusiasts. This, in spite of the fact that the
current baseball prospects are "best ever."
It is more than possible that the pleasant memories of
the past season are heightened by the sight of the lads going
through their paces. With Dave Couhig, Henry Ohrenberger, Dimmy Zaitz and Jake Driscoll, all starters against the
Purple, and Eddie Furbush, Pat Avery, Paul Flaherty, Ted
Galligan, Bobby and Joe Curran, Paul Donahue and Ed Anderson, lettermen on hand for next season, in addition to
several outstanding prospects who were incapacitated during the past campaign, not forgetting a flock of cocky freshmen, prospects for another season, are not so bad . . not bad
at all.
The new offensive features to be incorporated in the
present offense will undoubtedly add much color to the McKenney machine next fall. We recall that same back to back
setup, as employed by the Cavanaugh-coached Rams back in
'31. We also recall that those same Rams licked the Eagles
20-0. Now we are NOT intimating that Boston College will
beat Fordham on Columbus Day next, by a 20-0 score, nor
are we ready at this early date to make any predictions in
the matter, but the several innovations certainly look good.
It is the coach's purpose to vary the running plays
which have hitherto been run preponderently to the right.
In this matter at least both Joe McKenney and Denny McNamara promise a wide variety of plays directed around the
ends, mindful, no doubt, of the number of fleet backs which
the 1934 grid team boasts.
Once again the Fordham Rams come to town for the
traditional Patriots' Day clash.
The April 19th holiday
date has become almost as famous for the meeting of EagleRam teams as the October 12th football classic. As in past
years Jack Coffey comes down from the big city with a
powerful nine, which boasts a nicely balanced blend of veterans, with some promising sophomore material. Outstanding
among the members of the Maroon club is Frank McDermott,
whose gridiron feats are well known both here in Boston and
at Rose Hill. McDermott, who has held down the shortfield
berth for two years at the Bronx school, is considered a
likely prospect for major league baseball. With South Boston Joe Zapustus numbered among the Alumni, Tony Sarausky has taken over the torch as the leading New England
representative at Fordham.
Fortified with a strong pitching staff and the necessary
punch at the bat, the big Maroon team should furnish the
strongest opposition of the early season clashes. The Eagle
squad, which has temporarily simmered down to workable
proportions, has an excellent chance to repeat the fine victory
registered a year ago over this same aggregation. Coach
Frank McCrehan, former Boston ace, will nominate Lefty
Marceau for his collegiate debut against the sturdiest kind of
competition. All of which is but another indication of the
high repute in which the youngster is held by his coach.
Because of the early season sore arm hazard, Harry Lane,
fast ball artist, and Charley Callahan, another speed ball
specialist, will be held in readiness to spell the southpaw, if
.

As a climax of their indoor season
the Rifle Team is holding its annual
club membership matches this week.
The National Rifle Association donates the club medal which is to be
awarded in this competition. The
government appropriation was reduced so much this year that it was
necessary to practise strict economy
in the matter of issuing ammunition supplied. Another reason which
impeded the progress of the team
was the fact that the facilities of
the indoor range were not as conducive to good shooting as they
might be.
Regardless of these difficulties a
group of undergraduates was developed which gives promise of
producing many excellent marksArrangements have been
men.
made with Father Frank Sullivan,
S.J., to have the range improved
generally. Tentative matches with
Harvard, Holy Cross and other
Eastern colleges have been arranged.

B. C. Junior League
Series Arranged

Under the able tutelage of Coach
Joe McKenney the Spring football
squad is rapidly rounding into shape.
Since April 9, when the first session
was held, surprising progress has
been noted. Since the purpose of
Spring practice is not only to get
the candidates whose abilities are
known into condition, but also to
discover any hidden talent that
might benefit the team, there will be
no cuts in the squad. As a result
all candidates have shown much
snap and confidence in their workouts.
So far this season a wealth of
valuable material both old and new
has been discovered. Among last
year's stalwarts who are working
out are the backfield stars: Driscoll,
Flaherty, Brennan, Avery, Fenlon,
and the line men Ohrenberger,
Moore, Zaitz, and Captain Dave Couhig. Promising men up from last
year's Freshman squad include:
Dominick, Gilman, Toomey, Caroselli, Walsh, and McCarthy.
Contrary to the scheduled program an outdoor workout was held
on Friday because the open air drill
on Thursday was washed out by the
downpour. The period on gridiron
theory was put forward to Thursday, but hereafter the theory classes
and blackboard work will be conducted as intended on Friday after-

The Junior class of Boston College noons.
At the start of Friday's action,
have decided not only to attempt,
mentor took the entire crew unthe
but actually to engage in intrader
his wing, to run through plays
mural baseball. After years of
and get assignments down. The
failure the venture this year prom- backfield and
line were segregated,
ises to be a striping success be- Captain Frank Maloney and Johnny
cause of the speed and sincerity of Dougan of last fall's eleven taking
those Juniors advocating the move. the pigskin handlers for instruction
The schedule has been arranged in passing while McKenney schooled
and posted and plans are under way the linemen in the fundamentals of
to secure the exclusive services of a starting, charging and pulling out
nearby diamond. The only possibil- of line.
ity of failure of this endeavor would
The first and only casualty so far
result from a lack of earnest and this season was Paul Sweeney, a
faithful co-operation on the part of fleet back on last Fall's Freshman
the members of the Class of '35, as team, who painfully wrenched his
the Dean has heartily endorsed the knee when going after a pass. Pracplan and Coach McCrehan has promtice for the week ended with the
ised to aid in securing worthy com- backs displaying their talent in bootpetition for the winning team.
ing the ball far and high.
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CLOTHES

605 WASHINGTON ST.
Between Avery and Boylston
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Howard Clothes present an unusual collection of interesting
woolens, dramatized into models particularly intended to
engage the interest of the well dressed college man.
Imported Harris Tweeds, Cheviots and Worsteds. Check
effects, plaids and stripes.
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E. L. GRIMES PRINTING CO.
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Both Stores Open Saturday Night 'Til 9
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A merry and blithesome comedy
that has tickled the risibilities of au-

diences in many of the largest cities
from coast to coast, including a
stop-over of 28 weeks in Chicago, is
"Her Majesty, the Widow," by John
Charles Brownell, which provides a
happy vehicle for the return to the
stage of one of America's foremost
actresses, Pauline Frederick. Both
star and play will be seen at the
Hollis street Theatre, Boston, commencing Monday evening, April 16.
During this engagement, matinees
will be given on Wednesday and Saturday.
Although Miss Frederick is renowned chiefly for emotional acting,
her role in "Her Majesty, the
Widow," is generous in providing
her with an opportunity to reveal
her skill as a comedienne. Miss
Frederick as a comedienne has been
somewhat of a rarity, so her new
piece affords further reason for
welcoming the return of this distinguished actress.
The play is a clever and sprightly
comedy in which Miss Frederick is

seen as

an

aristocratic widow with a

sparkling sense of humor. Just as
she is enjoying a reunion with her
girl-lover, complications, both dra-

matic and humorous, arise with the
tangible love affairs of her beloved
son who, after succumbing to the

wiles of a sophisticated and mercenary platinum blonde, is about to
break his engagement with his
charming fiancee.
The dexterous
manner in which the gay widow
solves both her own love problem
and that of her son, provides opportunity for a wealth of amusing lines
and numerous situations of a hilarious nature.
Miss Frederick's supporting cast
is a well-chosen and capable one that
includes Thomas Beck, Frederick
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PRIMARIES FOR
CLASS ELECTION

Chi last Friday, April 13, in the
Library Auditorium, the Philomatheia Club conducted an exhibition
of Famous Paintings of Madonnas
with members of the club acting as
models. The paintings, chosen by
Mrs. M. J. McCarthy, chairman of
the committee in charge of this affair, for representation were:

a lecture, illustrated with graphic
lantern slides, at the final meeting
of the Dante Academy in the Physics Lecture Hall, last Friday afternoon. The lecture which comprised
an outline, with observations, of the
whole Divine Comedy, was very
much enjoyed by the members of the
society. Due to the press of preparation for the final examinations,
the moderator decided that it would
be wisest that last week's meeting
should conclude the activity of the
academy for the year.

For the first time in the histo
of the College, primary electio
will be held for the presidency
all classes, so that the final ball
will contain only two names. It w
learned yesterday, when the pape
were given out by the officers
the Student Council, that this mo
was taken, because of the larj
number of candidates for all office
All nomination papers must be r
turned to Herbert A. Kenny, Pres
dent of the Student Council, n
later than 3:30 P. M. Friday.

to).

Discussed by the
Members of Club
The Greek Academy held its regular meeting on Friday, April 13,
with the members continuing their
study of the Greek Anthology and
making' instructive parallels between
the verse de societe on the ancients
and the modern English versifiers.
The Academy was pleased to find
many English poets who have successfully translated the "genius" of
these Greek Epigrammatists of the
Aegean Islands.
The Academy takes pleasure in
announcing the officers who have
been functioning since mid-term.
They are:
President?Mr. Carl Thayer.
Secretary?Mr. Nicholas MacNeil.

\
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Madonna of the Chair
(Raffaello
Santi).
Madonna of the Saints (Bellini).
Saint Anne de Beaupre.
Madonna of Col. Figlio (Murillo).
Madonna Adoring the Child (Antonio Correggio.)
Castello Madonna (Antonio Correggio).
Madonna of Consolation.
Sistine Madonna (Santi Raphael).
Madonna Del Granduca (Santi Raphael) .
Madonna and Child (Bodenhousen).
Madonna and Child (Mantagna).

During the Pageant Mrs. Vincent
P. Roberts, President of the Club,
lectured on the histories of the
paintings. The music was supplied
by Mrs. Charles Hall with Mrs.
Joseph Kirby, soloist, and the glee
club.

\
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Hundreds of teachers, students and college graduates will earn two hundred
dollars or more this summer. SO CAN YOU. Hundreds of others will secure a
better position and a larger salary for next year. YOU CAN BE ONE OF THEM.
Complete information and helpful suggestions will be mailed on receipt of a three
cent stamp. Good positions are available now in every state. They will soon be filled.
(Teachers address Dept. T. All others address Dept. S.)

Continental Teachers Agency, Inc.
1850 DOWNING
STREET

f

Covers the ENTIRE United States
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Luckies are all-ways kind to your throat
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the clean center leaves?they taste better.Then/'lt's
toasted"?for throat protection. And every Lucky is
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DENVER, COLORADO

School Officials! You may wire us your vacancies at our expense, if speed is urgent. You will receive complete, free confidential reports by air mail within 36 hours.

Luckies are always in all-ways kind to your throat.
or every Lucky is made of the choicest of ripe,
mellow Turkish and domestic tobaccos ?and only
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YOU CAN GET IT

Luckies ore
I
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A Better Position
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Dante Club Lecture
Brighton Club
Meet Friday The reverend moderator delivered

Students from Brighton are to
have a meeting on Friday at 1:30
in the Senior Assembly Hall. The
gathering is to be held for the purpose of forming a Boston College
Club in that municipality.
The idea is being sponsored principally by Herbert L. Crimlisk, PreBell, Grayce Hampton, Laurette
fect of the senior Sodality. Since
Bullivant, Alexander Campbell, Isa- The Annunciation (Fra Angelica).
the importance of B. C. clubs in the
bel Withers and Mitchell Harris.
The Nativity?Holy Night (Antonio various towns can never be overCorreggio).
emphasized, all students who reside
Madonna of the Veil (Carlo Dolci). in Brighton are cordially urged to
Greek Anthology
Madonna of the Harpies (Del Sar- attend this meeting.
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PAINTINGS SHOWN
BY PHILOMATHEIA

?

made so round, so firm, so fully packed?no loose
ends. That's why Luckies "keep in condition"
?do not have that objectionable tendency to
dry out, an important point to every smoker.
Luckies are always in all-ways kind to your throat.
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these are the Mildest Leaves

NOT the

f

Crop

top leaves-r/tgyv* under.

They taste better
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BROWNELL PLAY
TO BE PRESENTED
AT THE HOLLIS

April 18, 193

NOT the bottom leaves? they're inferior
'

n Quality?coarse and sandy\

